
Bartering of Obsolete Product - Cone of Uncertainty
Business Issue to Solve:

Low Financial Recovery Combined with Unknown Outcomes Tied to Uncontrolled Product

Low Value Recovery

Loss of Control / 
Accountability

Loss of Brand Equity

Primary Sales 
Con�ict

Pricing Erosion

Consumers can be removed from primary channels and 
sites for extended periods as they can buy in bulk at these 
discounted prices.

Present Input:
Obsolete Product is Bartered for Media

Present Outcome:
Low Value Recovery / Unknown 

Outcomes / High Risk

Barter exchange usually only 
delivers uncompetitive recoveries 
of list cost in the 10% - 15% range.

Barter company has no resell 
restrictions allowing easy access for 
diversion and other unauthorized 
reselling to occur.

Your brand equity is under assault, loyal 
consumers become confused and frustrated 
with pricing variations and eventually leery of 
purchasing your product.

Unauthorized resellers on sites like Amazon and eBay 
can acquire your product for 15% - 20% of list cost 
allowing them to still be extremely pro�table when 
reselling for less than 50% of list cost.

Bartering obsolete product for media or other 
such services is uncompetitive and risky. 



DRS Managing of Obsolete Product - Cone of Certainty
Business Issue Solved:

Provide Higher Financial Recovery Combined with Known Outcomes via Controlled Product Liquidation

DRS recovery value will be 2-3 times 
greater than current Barter exchange.

Managing resale through controlled liquidation 
ensures that your primary sales e�orts are 

complemented by, not undermined by this activity.

Better control and accountability of the supply of your 
product in the secondary market makes unauthorized 

reselling at extremely low prices more di�cult.

Pricing, supply, quality, where your product is, and 
where it shouldn’t be in the secondary market are 

all taken into consideration.

The client will provide DRS with resell guidelines.  
DRS will actively manage and control the liquidation 

of your product into the secondary market.

Future Input:
DRS Manages Liquidation of Product

Future Outcome:
High Value Recovery / Known 

Outcomes / Low Risk

Industry Leading Value Recovery

No Loss of Control / 
Accountability

Protect Brand Equity

Primary Sales 
Con�ict

Pricing Erosion

Let DRS  professionally manage the liquidation of your slow and 
obsolete inventory so you can avoid the cone of uncertainty.

Trusting your obsolete product to industry experts will 
increase your �nancial recovery and reduce your risk.


